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1 Abstract
Most facilities personnel do not know what is really happening with their building operations. They can’t because they see only a tiny fraction of the operational data that would give them real insights. Today, optimization happens at a component or sub-system level with little or no information on how the parts work together. Actual hourly operating cost data, and any ability to see how control changes, weather, occupancy, etc. affect costs is simply beyond most organizations.

This session will use case study data from a large hospital to show how the whole approach to operations can change if the facilities group has all the data available at all times. By collecting interval data from every point within the facility, they now have a data warehouse and platform to systematically address every aspect of the buildings’ operations and constantly know their hourly operational costs.

We will show the underlying engineering models (built in Excel) used to calculate energy consumption, operational efficiency, and hourly costs. By connecting the models to the operational database a continuous history of data exists, providing engineers with the information needed for real optimization.

We will briefly show the tools that the hospital’s facilities team has to perform diagnostics and monitoring of building operations. This includes monitoring cost data, space comfort levels, and the details of air handlers, VAV boxes, etc.

Finally, we will recap the optimization results achieved by the facilities group—improved comfort, staff time savings, priority changes, cost reductions, and the ability to measure and verify exactly how operational or control changes affect comfort and costs.

2 Introduction
A recent news story told how UPS is saving millions of dollars by reducing gas consumption of its delivery vehicles. They use data to analyze dispatch plans and optimize delivery routes and times, saving UPS almost 14 million gallons of fuel annually. It’s the data that makes the improvements possible, and enables them to measure and verify results (such as reducing mileage by 100 million miles) as well. Mike Eskew, UPS’s chairman and CEO commented, “At UPS, we’re never satisfied with the status quo.”

What does UPS’s gas consumption have to do with your HVAC system? A lot. It’s all about using the data to improve operations.

1. Both UPS and your facilities operations group are service businesses. Whether formally structured that way or not, facilities operations is a services business, and the more it is run like a business, the better it will perform.

2. Both strive to provide a high level of service (package delivery or building comfort) that consumes a substantial amount of energy to deliver.
3. Both have customers that take the service somewhat for granted, expect nearly perfect reliability, and give little thought to the costs incurred to make it happen.

4. Both employ technicians/mechanics to keep their equipment (delivery trucks or HVAC systems) running, and benefit if the personnel can work more efficiently and proactively leading to labor savings and extended equipment life.

5. Both can optimize performance using data and calculate detailed operational costs, but in all probability, UPS does a much better job of this than your facility.

Yes, there are some differences. UPS leverages their operational data to great benefit. Most facilities operations groups don’t. Without the data, you’re guessing, and optimization is not possible on any meaningful scale. Without the data, you’re accepting the status quo.

This paper examines how to use operational and cost data to optimize HVAC performance. The examples use case study data from a large hospital in the southeastern U.S. The hospital has approximately 2,000,000 ft² of space, 5,700 tons of chilling capacity, and well over 100 air handlers. They started collecting operational data 18 months ago and the impact to operations has been substantial, to say the least.

3 HVAC Optimization—Disciplined Engineering or Random Chance?

There’s a saying in this business that chiller plants are run by legend. Unfortunately there is a lot of truth to it. Instead of a disciplined engineering process, based on complete operational data, facilities rely on estimates based on a tiny data sample and educated guesswork.

Nowhere else are decisions with such a large financial impact based on so little information. Even small decisions get more thorough analysis. Imagine buying a computer only knowing the processor speed and hard drive size—it would be a crap shoot. You wouldn’t make a $2,000 PC decision not knowing if the screen was large enough to be readable, if there was enough memory to handle your workload or just enough to boot the operating system, if it came with an operating system at all, or even if it were a laptop or desktop. But facilities groups make decisions with 100 times the financial consequences of buying the wrong PC every day as part of standard operating procedure.

It doesn’t have to be left to random chance. You can put the engineering back into your operations and make informed decisions based on a complete set of facts. You do it with data.

3.1 All the Data, All the Time

Here’s a thing about data—having some of it isn’t really that valuable—you need it all. It takes a complete view of operational data, collected from every source, at standard intervals, and saved indefinitely in a centralized data warehouse.

The data warehouse itself becomes a valuable asset—an asset of your assets. Mechanical and electrical systems typically account for 15 - 20% of the value of the buildings, but little or no record is kept about operations. The data asset serves management, internal staff, and external contractors, providing operational facts and information to validate work performed.

A building automation system (BAS) will contain thousands of monitoring and control points (over 100,000 for larger campuses). You need them all. The hospital is collecting data from about 18,000 points within its Johnson Controls system. Ideally, you want data not just from the BAS (although it’s a better place to start than meters), but from every data source:

- Building automation systems (all of them if you have more than one)
- Advanced meter systems
- Manually read meters
- Utility interval data
- Utility billing data (including all rate information)
- Weather (from local airport as BAS weather sensors are often faulty)
The hospital collects each point at standard 15 minute time intervals to enable synchronized views, for example, showing chilled water supply temperature, air handler discharge air temperature, and outside wetbulb at the same time. Saving the data indefinitely (for the life of the equipment, 20 years or so) allows the review of past operations and provides a historical record of all the equipment in the facility.

To collect and manage all the data, all the time, requires an enterprise-class data warehouse platform. The hospital uses Microsoft SQL Server as the underlying database technology. Lower-end options, such as desktop databases, are simply not capable of handling the volume of operational data. It is only when you have all the data that you are able to truly optimize your HVAC systems.

3.2 True Optimization Requires a System-Wide Perspective

All parts of the HVAC systems are connected and interdependent. That is everything from the chiller and boiler plants, through the distribution loops, and into the buildings. Control decisions in the plant can affect building operations, and VAV box operations can have an impact all the way back to the chillers. Prior to getting on the path of using data, the hospital operated like most facilities departments, optimizing individual components with little knowledge or consideration of the broader system consequences.

You haven’t optimized anything if the changes to make the chillers run more efficiently cause the cooling towers to substantially increase energy consumption. You need a system-wide view of how everything operates, and how changes affect all parts of the system. The hospital’s facilities director recognized that they needed a unified measurement mechanism to evaluate scenarios such as an improvement in chiller operations that might have a negative affect on the cooling tower or secondary pumps. That unifying measurement is cost—cost per hour and cost per ton-hour.

4 It’s 3:30PM—Do You Know Your Current Operating Costs?

In order to optimize systems based on cost, you first have to know what the hourly operating costs are at any given moment in time. Assessing costs based on monthly utility bills is useless as an optimization tool as the cost data is too general and not even close to current.

The hospital uses the operational data as the basis to perform a series of engineering calculations, ultimately leading to cost per hour and cost per ton-hour performance measurements. The costs are calculated every 15 minutes, using time-appropriate (on- or off-peak) utility rates, providing them with an accurate picture of operating costs at any point in time. The hospital knows their operating costs at 3:30PM, or any other time during the past year.

This is not possible with meter data, trend logs, or utility data alone. Without all of the underlying BAS data, tariff information, and a platform that enables the engineering calculations, it is not possible to tie costs to operations in this manner.

4.1 Measure Just how Fast You’re Spending Money

The hospital has an operating cost speedometer that shows the current hourly operating costs. It provides staff with an instant snapshot of performance, in this case for their chilled water plant. You can see each major sub-system within the chiller plant and operating costs for each on both a dollars/hour and dollars/ton-hour basis. The central portion of the display shows information about the current state of the chilled water bypass, weather, and energy costs. The bottom of the display shows overall plant costs as speedometer gauges. This gives the hospital’s operations staff a central place to quickly see primary indicators—operating cost facts—for the entire chiller plant.
In addition to the speedometer’s point-in-time summary, the hospital also monitors how hourly operating costs change over time. The chart below shows the changing cost/hour for the chiller plant and some of its components over the course of a day. The large rise from late morning into the evening is the result of higher on-peak electric rates. It’s during this time that they run their gas chiller, as its operating cost is lower during the on-peak period. The data confirms its lower operational cost—about 1/3 lower cost per ton-hour.

4.2 The Calculations Behind the Costs

Any good engineer might want to know where the cost numbers come from. They come from the actual operational data and a set of engineering calculations based on that data. The process for the hospital was to model the plant, identifying each energy-consuming component (chillers, pumps, motors, etc.). The model encompasses four chillers, an absorber, cooling towers for the chillers and absorber, and secondary loop pumps. (The model for the boiler plant is in progress.)

The table below shows the model for calculating the total energy consumption for one of the hospital’s York electric chillers. Their JCI system is the data source for most of the factors within the equations. They measure each component’s energy usage separately, and convert to $kW$ where necessary for cost calculations. In all, there are 164 engineering calculations, each saved in the data warehouse, which are applied at every 15 minute interval to calculate costs.
### 4.3 We Have Operational and Hourly Cost Data—Now What?

Now you change the entire way you run the facility. You have the data to test, measure, and verify everything you do. You can validate the work of internal staff, design engineers, commissioning agents, performance contractors, and hold them accountable. You can change the rules of engagement with your CFO by arriving with facts instead of estimates. You can improve the level of service the operations group provides and increase credibility across your organization.

But this is a paper about optimizing HVAC systems, so let’s focus there. At this point the hospital is using cost data and the cost speedometer in a couple of ways:

- **High-level performance indicator:** By monitoring the cost to run the plant, they can easily see sudden changes and inconsistencies. These could represent changes in load within the buildings or plant operational issues. Either way, with all the data literally at their fingertips, diagnosing any anomalies is easily done.

- **Test operational strategies:** Whenever there is an idea for improving operations of any part of the HVAC system, the staff can make control changes and know within minutes if the change is having the desired affect, and if there are any side effects elsewhere in the system. It doesn’t help to reduce chiller cost by $14/hour if the change increases costs $7/hour elsewhere and introduces instability throughout the system.

Using the detailed operational data and the cost calculations it is now possible to improve comfort (and verify it), systematically optimize the system, and reduce energy consumption (verify that too), all at the same time.

### 5 Don’t Optimize Your HVAC Equipment

What? Isn’t that the whole point of this paper? Optimize your HVAC system. Optimize operating costs. But to optimize individual pieces of equipment with the expectation that the total will equal the sum of the parts—well, that’s just an operational nightmare waiting to happen.

At too many facilities, organizational decisions replaced engineering ones. The staff responsible for the building systems and the central plant staff are separate, with little interaction. The result is that no one takes a system-wide view of optimization. Fingers get pointed. The facility will never reach the levels of optimization possible, guaranteed. These organizations seemingly refuse to acknowledge a simple fact—the buildings and the plant are connected. They interact and compensate for one another. If you have any doubts, the data will prove it.
5.1 Optimizing the Integrated System

The next few pages show the interaction between the hospital’s chiller plant and buildings. A problem with air handlers and VAV boxes was first noticed because of unexpected changes in chiller plant costs when a control change was made. A couple of interesting points before we start:

1. It took just three hours of diagnostic effort to identify that problems existed, track them throughout the facility, measure the cost impact, find the true root cause, and come up with recommendations.

2. The whole effort happened without leaving the office—never even stepped foot on campus.

3. Numbers 1 and 2 were only possible because the data existed and was easily accessible.

Note: there is a more thorough examination of this analysis in *Diagnosing Complex System Interactions (from 1,000 miles away)*, a paper presented at the 2005 National Conference on Building Commissioning. See references for details.

5.1.1 Costs Provided the Clues

During the winter months the hospital wanted to reduce its chiller costs. After all, nighttime temperatures were in the 60s and occupancy was lower. It seemed reasonable that one 1,500 ton chiller could handle the building load instead of the two they were running. The figure below shows the hospital running with two chillers one night (left) and then 24 hours later running only one chiller (right). Weather and occupancy conditions were nearly identical. But instead of reducing costs by the amount of one chiller (≈ $33/hour), something very different happened.

The cost to run chillers 2 and 4 only reduced from $66/hr to $52/hr (A). The cost to run the whole plant didn’t even drop that much, decreasing by only $10/hr (B), and on a ton-hour basis the cost increased 7% (C). Looking further, we see that in addition to the big jump in chiller 4’s cost, the absorber cost increased, offsetting the reductions in the cooling towers, and the secondary pumping cost increased 25%. Not the results expected, but plenty of clues to find out why.

5.1.2 Distribution Loop Can’t Keep Up with Demand

When chiller 2 was turned off, there was the drop in the primary loop flow that one would expect. However the secondary flow jumped, and to compensate for the lower primary flow, the bypass direction reversed and its flow increased to meet the demands of the secondary system.

The secondary pumps completely max out when running only one chiller (A), as they attempt to respond to the cooling demands of the buildings. This condition repeats itself each day.
5.1.3 Discovering the Source of the Cooling Demand

This much demand on the chiller plant would suggest that the air handlers are calling for a lot of cooling. Indeed, as we can see below, the AHU cooling valve is 100% open at the time, because the discharge air temperature is not meeting its 55°F setpoint. This explains the demand on the secondary pumps, but why isn’t the AHU meeting setpoint?

The answer to that question goes back to the distribution loops. Earlier we noted that the bypass direction reversed and its flow increased in order to feed the secondary loop. That meant warmer return water mixed with chiller 4’s output, raising the temperature of the secondary loop supply by 5 – 8°F.

Now we’ve gone in a complete circle. The net $10/hr savings within the chiller plant from turning off a chiller introduced a lot of system instability. Turning it off caused the secondary supply water to warm up because of the return water mix, which caused the DA temperature to not maintain setpoint, which caused the cooling valve to open wide, demanding even more cooling from the plant. There are only two questions left to answer; in the chart above, what causes the spiky sections in the DA setpoint; and what is causing this much load in the first place given that the nighttime temperatures are in the low 60s?

5.1.4 The Real Problem

When the VAV boxes attached to this air handler were examined, on the surface they appeared to be working fine. In most cases the air flow and zone temperatures were within the desired ranges.
It isn’t until you look at the VAV reheat that you start to see what is happening. The VAV discharge air temperatures are all over the place, spiking wildly in most of the boxes. One therefore expects the heating coil dampers to be opening and closing. The chart below shows the heating coil position for ten of the VAV boxes on this AHU (the other 14 VAVs behave similarly). Yes, this chart is a mess, but it does answer our questions if you focus on the right things. The mass of colored lines are the heating coils opening and closing. The fact that they are mostly vertical indicates that there are significant changes in position every 15 minutes.

The blue line across the top is the outside air temperature. It might be reasonable for a small amount of reheat to occur at night, but the thrashing and reheat occurring when temperatures are in the upper 70s is clearly bad news.

The red line across the bottom is the average reheat valve position for all 24 VAV boxes. The spikes here correspond to the spikiness of the AHU DA setpoint. It turns out that the control for that setpoint would increase it from its standard 55°F based on the average heating valve position whenever that average exceeded 30% (shown by the dotted red line).

The AHU, at 55°F, is too low for winter nights. This set up a loop, cooling air in the AHU so the VAV could heat it again. That warm air coming back through the AHU return needed to be cooled yet again, causing the load that the chiller plant needed to respond to. To state the obvious, cooling and heating air at the same time wastes a lot of energy.

The hospital has excellent engineers and technicians on staff, but did not discover this situation that had been occurring since at least the start of the cooler winter weather. The moral of our story is that even the best facilities staff cannot find and correct complex, interdependent operational issues without the data.

5.1.5 Implementing the Solution and Measuring the Savings
The AHU and VAV boxes needed rebalancing based on actual needs for operating the space properly (as opposed to original design specs). Balancing is an iterative process—make changes, re-examine the data, make more changes as necessary, etc.

The hospital changed the control program on the AHU’s discharge air setpoint to stop using the average reheat setting. They employed a simpler approach based on outside air temperature and a higher baseline setpoint. We monitored the affected spaces and also adjusted air flow settings for several of the VAV boxes.

It’s worth noting that this whole scenario and strategy is based on winter conditions. The summer will bring a new set of circumstances and needs, which the data will make clear when it happens. The results of the optimization didn’t change space comfort notably, which is fine as it was never an issue. It did, however, have a significant impact on the operating costs.
All of the adjustments made were within the buildings, to the air handler unit and the VAV boxes. Yet as you can see from the chart above, the majority of the savings are realized in the central plant, with approximately equal portions coming from cooling and heating savings. While much of the optimization work happens in the buildings, most of the dollar savings occurs in the plant.

5.2 Repeat the Process 115 More Times

That optimization did a lot to improve operations and lower costs for the air handler. In the big scheme of things, it is only a start at reducing the hospital load enough so that next winter they could indeed run with just one chiller. Another 115 air handlers need optimization as well.

The implementation of the changes to the rest of the AHUs is still underway as this paper is being written. However, the hospital’s facilities director and staff have a plan in place to prioritize and systematically address each one. The director suspected that issues existed for some time, but prior to this analysis didn’t have the evidence and facts to put an action plan into place.

Using the data we were able to evaluate every AHU, determine if space comfort requirements were being met, analyze the operations (whether meeting comfort levels or not), and make recommendations where needed. The plan exists because the data exists.

Over one third of the 115 air handlers had issues. A partial list includes:

- AHU discharge air temperature is 50°F but cooling valve is closed.
- AHU discharge air temperature setpoint is 50°F. Cooling valve at 100% all the time
- Discharge air temperature resets to 49°F based on humidity, but humidity rises because space is over-cooled.
- Unit provides 51°F discharge air temperature, but not making return air temp setpoint.
- Unit is not making discharge air temperature. Outside air pre-cooling has capacity.
- Unit is not making pre-cooling temperature, but is making discharge air temp. Pre-cooling valve is 100% open.
- Unit is not making return air temperature, set at 72°F, despite cooling valve @100%.
- Cooling valve is locked at 20% open and space is below setpoint.
- Zone temperature is 68°F but cooling valve is closed.

Oh, did I forget to mention, one diagnostician did the entire analysis and report in less than three (count 'em, 3) days.
6 Conclusions
Data collection is not a waste of time, but represents a lot of time wasted. Let me explain. Collecting data and having it at your fingertips is invaluable. The optimization discussion in this paper is only the tip of the iceberg in terms of what you can accomplish with data. However, in most facilities today, data collection consumes a huge amount of time by senior staff, a situation that is either not realized or accepted as “part of the job.” Conservatively speaking, an engineer is likely to spend 5 - 8 times as long collecting data as doing real engineering analysis. Think of the value your organization would realize if the data collection to analysis ratio were reversed.

Today’s HVAC systems are complex and the components are highly interdependent. The self-compensating control logic often masks problems so they go unnoticed or show up as symptoms in an entirely different part of the facility. A complete view of the data from the plant all the way to the terminal boxes, which can track and show the interdependencies, is the only way to effectively manage and diagnose these systems. The artificial walls that organizations create separating the plant from the buildings, or operations from utilities, are worse than counterproductive, they impede the facilities from operating at peak efficiency.

Operational and cost data are the cornerstones to getting a complete understanding of how your facilities operate. It provides you with the engineering facts to establish a systematic plan to make real progress. And once you look at the data, you will want to establish a new plan—any that you had before will be tossed once you actually see what is going on. Data creates a different world for operations that completely changes what you can do and how long it takes.

Or, as Yoda might say, “The answers you seek, in the data they are.”
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